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By means of the causality condition in the form of the requirement that field operators com
mute on a space-like surface, spectral representations are obtained for the vacuum expecta
tion values of T -products of three Heisenberg operators. The analytic properties of these 
functions in the complex plane are discussed. 

THE present paper presents a method for obtain
ing spectral representations for the vacuum expec
tation values of T -products of Heisenberg opera
tors (Green's functions). 

These representations [ Eqs. (8), (9), (18), and 
(19)], being natural extensions of the Klillen-Leh-

mann formulas 1•2 for the vacuum expectation values 
of T -products of two operators, provide a conve
nient means for investigating the analytic proper
ties of these functions in the complex plane. 

In the present paper, which is the first install
ment of this work, spectral representations are 
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obtained for vacuum expectation values of T -
products of three operators, and their analytic 
properties are studied. 

I. THE CASE OF THE SCALAR FIELD 

1. Derivation of the Spectral Representation 

For simplicity we first consider the Green's 
function constructed from three scalar operators 
cp ( xt), cp ( x2 ) , cp ( x3 ) , 

<Trp (xi) 'f (x2) 'f (x3);. 

The vacuum expectation value of the simple 
(unordered) product of these operators can be 
written in the form 

( 'f (x1) 'f (X2) 'f (xa)) 

= (2!)• ~d4pld4p3eiP, (x,-x,)+ip, (x,-x,),S. (Plo) & (Pao) p (pi, q\ p~), 

& (plO) & (P3o) P (Pi• q2' P~) = (211:)3 ~ 'fop,'fp,p,'fp,o' (1) 

{ 
1 x> 0 

'fp,p, = <P1I 'f (0) I P3), q2 =(PI- P3)2, & (x) = 0 x < 0 

The summation is taken over all states with 
definite values of Pi and p3. If xio = x20 , then 
the requirement 

(rp (xl) 'f (x2) 'f (x3)) = (rp (x2) 'f (xi) 'f (x3)) (2) 

imposes the following condition on the function 
P<PL q2, p~): 

~ dp1o& (Plo) P (pi,q2' Pi) 

= ~ dp1o& (Plo) P ((p3- P1) 2 - Pia• Pi- (P3o- Plo)2 , P~). (3) 

Equation (3) is easily obtained from Eqs. (1) 
and (2) if one notes that for xio = x20 interchange 
of xi and x2 is equivalent to replacement of the 
space components of the vector Pi by p3 -Pi· 

A similar condition is obtained by considering 
the case x20 = x30 . These conditions are satisfied 
if we write p ( PL q2, p~) in the form 

& (Plo) & (P2o) P (Pi· q2 , p~) 

= ~ & (klo) & (k2o) S (k3o)f (- ki, - k~, - ~z;) d4 l. ( 4) 

k1 = 1/2 (- P1 + l + Pa), k2 = 1/2 (Pl - l + P3), 

k3 = I/2 (PI+ l- P3) 

and postulate that f ( - k~, - k~, - k~) is a symmet
ric function of its arguments which vanishes if any 
of them is less than zero. 

In fact, if we substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) and 
in the resulting integral over l and Pio make the 
change of variables I == P3 - I', Pio = l~ 0 , lio = P~o. 
then instead of Eq. (3) we get 

~ d[ dplO [f (- ki, - k~, -ki) -f ( -k~,- ki, -k;)j 

X & (kio) & (k2o) & (k3o) =0. 
(5) 

The condition that f ( - ki, - k~, - k~ ) vanish for 
positive kL k~, k~ is necessary in order that the 
integrals containing J. ( kio), J. ( k2o), J. ( k3o) be 
relativistically invariant. 

Somewhat later (Sec. 2) we shall see that Eq. 
(4), regarded as an equation for f(-ki, -k~, -k~) 
for prescribed p (PI" q2, p~), has a very simple 
structure and determines f under sufficiently 
general assumptions regarding p. 1\t present we 
shall assume that Eq. (4) is satisfied, and_by con
sidering the causality condition in invariant form 
we shall show that the symmetry of f is not only 
a sufficient but also a necessary condition for this 
equation to be true. 

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) and replacing 
f (- ki, - k~. - k§) by J dKI dK~ dK§ f ( KL K~, K~) X 

o ( ki + KI ) o ( k~ + K~ ) o ( k§ + K§ ) , we get 

( tp (xi) cp (x2 ) tp (x3L' = ~ dxi dx~ dx;f (xi, x~, x;) 

x Ll + (xi2 , x3) Ll +(x13 , x2 ) Ll +(x23 , xi), 

Ll+(x, x) = (217t)3 ~d4k& (k) o (k2 + x2) eikx. (6) 

If the interval xi2 is space-like, then by Eqs. (2) 
and (6) we have ~ +( xi2, K3) = ~+ ( x21 , K3) and we 
get 

~ dxi dx~ dx;Ll + (xi2 , x3) Ll + (XI3, ><2) Ll + (x23 , xi) lf (xi, x~, x~) 
f 2 2 2 ( 7) 

- (x2, "1• ><3)]=0. 

Since the expression (7) must vanish for arbitrary 
xi2, x~3• XI3• restricted only by weak inequalities 
(for example xi2 > 0, x~3 < 0, x~3 < 0 ), f ( KI, K~, 
K~) is a symmetric function. 

Possessing the representation (6) and the sym
metry property of f ( KI, K~, K~ ) , we can easily 
write out the represen~tion for <Tcp (xi) cp ( x2 ) x 
cp ( x3 >>. Using the definition of the T -product 
and the relation 

1/ 2 Llp(x, x) = & (x) Ll + (x, x) + & (- x) Ll + (- x, x), 

we get 

Equation (8) is the desired spectral representation 
of the Green's function in coordinate space. 

To obtain the corresponding representation in 
momentum space it is necessary to calculate the 
integral 
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which is calculated in the usual way and can be 
written in the following symmetrical form 

111 
~ ~ ~ drx d~ d1o ( rx + ~ + y- 1) 
000 

ll(l1 + l2+ Ia) 

Consequently the desired representation has 
the form 

't (!1,!2,!3) =a (!1 + [2 + !3) ~ dxi dx~ dx~ ~drx d~ dj 

X ll(a+~+:-1){\x~·x;,x;) 

Zi~Y + 1;ay + t;a3 + axi + ~x~ + yx;- ie 

A more detailed study of the properties of f ( Kl, 
Kt K~) is necessary for the further analysis of 
T ( lt, l 2, la). 

(9) 

2. Properties of f ( K~, K~, K~) 

(a) We shall show that f is a real function. 
Using the Hermitian character of cp( xi), we have 

(cp (x1) cp (x2) cp (x3))* = (cp (x3) cp (x2) cp (x1)) 

and consequently 

p* (Pi· q2 , Pi)= P (Pi· q, Pi). 

But according to Eq. (4) it follows from the sym
metry of f that 

p (Pi· q2, PV = p (Pi· q2 , Pi). 

Consequently p is real, and therefore f can also 
be taken to be a real function. 

(b) Let us now determine more precisely the 
region of values of KI for which f ( Ki, K~, K~) ;.t 0. 
For this purpose we write Eq. (4) in the form 

p (Pi• q2 , Pi) = ~ dxi dx:dxi[ (xi, x~, ><i) ~ d4l& (k10) & (k20) & (k30) 

X a (ki +xi) o (k~ + x;) a (ki +xi) 

Calculating the integral over l, we get (see Appendix): 

(10) 

( 2 2 2) "' s·-1 ( 2 ) 1 d 2 d 2 d 2f ( 2 2 2) P - m1, q ' - m3 = 2 q , m1, m3 J "'1 "'2 ><a "'1• x2, ><a 

x & (ml- ><2- x3) & (m3- "'1- ><a) & (0, (10') 

m1 = V- Pi. m3 = V Pi· 
S (q 2 , m1, m3) = [q2 + (m1 + m3) 2]'1, [q2 + (m1- m3)2]'1•, 

~ = S2 (q2, m1, m3)- [(mi + mi + 2x~- xi- x;)2 - 4 (q2 + 2mi + 2mi) x~] 

- [(q2 + 2mi .+2m;) (mi +xi- m;- xi)+ (mi-mi) (mi + mi 

+ 2x~- xi- xi)J. 

Equation (10) has the following simple structure: 

..'!:.._ S (q 2 , m1 , ma) p (- mi, q2 , - mi) = \ dxi dx~ dxi f (xi, x~, xi); 
"' J 

(11) 

V is a volume in the space of Kl, K~, K~ whose 
shape depends on mt> rna, and q2• It can easily 
be shown that for given mt> rna, and q2 the vol
ume V defined by the conditions Kt + K2 <rna. 
Ka + K2 < mt> and l; > 0 has the form shown in the 
diagram. 

The volume of integration is bounded by the sur
face Abed. The surface ABCDE bounds the vol
ume obtained if we do not include the condition 

v 

l; > 0 ( OB = OC = mi, OE = BA = m~, fit < rna). 
For fixed values of fit and rna, q2 ranges from 
-(ma-mt)2 to 00 • For q2 = -(ma-mt)2 the 
straight lines Ab and Ad coincide, and the curve 
Ac coincides with the curve AD. In this limit the 
volume of integration goes to zero, in accordance 
with the fact that the factor S ( q2, m1o rna) in the 
left member of Eq. (11) goes to zero. For q2 -- oo 

the straight line Ab coincides with the line AB, 
the line Ad with AE, and the point c lies on the 
plane K~ = 0. In this limit, the volume of int,egra
tion also goes to zero. But unlike the case q2 = 
- ( m 3 - IDt )2, the left member is not necessarily 
equal to zero for q2 -- 00 , since f ( Kl, K~, Ki) can 
have a o -function singularity on the plane K~ = 0. 
An equation of such simple structure as Eq. (11) 
possesses a solution under very general assump
tions regarding the function p (-mi. q2, -m~), 
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if this latter function satisfies the conditions 

q2p (- mi, q2, - mi) < oo for q" · :· cXJ, 

p (-mi, - (ma- m1) 2, - mi) < c;J 

which we shall assume are satisfied. 

(12) 

To establish more precisely the properties of 
the function f ( KI, K~, K~) we use the fact that 
p ( -mi, q2, -m~) = 0 if either m 1 or rna is 
less than m, where m is the mass for the state 
with the smallest energy for which <Pop?< 0. Thus 
we get 

~ dxi dx~ dxi f (xi, ><~, xi) = 0 (13) 
v 

for arbitrary q2 and rna if m 1 < m, and for ar
bitrary q2 and m 1 if rna < m. 

Since the surface Abed for various values of 
q2 and rna contains inside it all parts of the vol
ume bounded by the surface Ka + K2 = mt> it fol
lows from Eq. (13) that f(KI, K~, K~) = 0 if K1 + 
K2 < m or Ka + K2 < m. In virtue of its symmetry, 
the function f ( Ki, K~, K~) must also equal zero for 
K1 + Ka < m. 

Thus we have for the T -product of three scalar 
operators the spectral representations (8) and (9), 
where f ( Ki, K~, K~) is a real symmetric function 
which is nonvanishing if the conditions 

are fulfilled. 

3. Analytical Properties 

Assuming that the integral over Ki, K~, K~ in 
Eq. (9) converges for real li, l~, and Z~ [the func.
tion T ( Zi' z~. l~) exists ] ' we find that it defines an 
analytic function off the real axis for any one of the 
complex variables Zi, l~, l~ if the two others are 
real. This function can have singularities only at 
values of the variables for which the denominator 
in Eq. (9) can vanish. In such cases the integra
tion must be carried out by using the stipulation 
that the denominator with which we are concerned 
has an infinitely small negative imaginary part. 
The imaginary part of T ( Zi, l~, l~ ) will also be 
different from zero. A simple analysis of the de
nominator (which we shall denote by D) shows 
that if even a single one of the arguments, for ex
ample Zi, is greater than zero, then D > 0 for 
Z~>-(Kt+Ka)2 and Z~>-(Kt+K2 ) 2 . Thatis,if 
we recall the properties of the function f ( KI, K~, 
K~), we get D > 0 for l~, l~ > -m2. If all the 
l~ < 0, then D can equal zero also for Zi > - m2; 
for example, for Kt = K2 = K3 = m/2 and a = {3 = 
y=Ya. D=O for Zi=Z~=Z§=-3m2/4. Butin 

this deduction we have not taken into account the 
condition Z1 + l 2 + Za = 0. If we include this, then 
we come to the conclusion that also in the case in 
which all Zi < 0, D > 0 if ZI > -m2. 

Consequently' Im T ( zb z2' Za) = 0 if all Zi 
- m2 and these quantities satisfy the inequalities 
arising from the condition* Zt + l2 + Za = 0. 

II. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION IN THE PSEUDO
SCALAR MESON THEORY 

In this chapter we shall obtain the spectral rep
resentation for 

(T~ (x1) t?; (x2) ~ (x3);. 

Just as in the preceding case, we consider first 
the simple products 

<~ (x1) t?; (x2) ~ (xa)), (t?; (x2) ~ (x1) ~ (xa)), 

(~ (xl) ~ (xs) 9t (x2)) etc. 

For example, the first two can be written in the 
forms 

(~ (x1) 9; (x2) ~ (x3)) 

= _1_ \ d4p d4p eip, (x,-x,)+ip, (x,-x,) & (p ) & (p ) y -
(2"')" ~ 1 3 10 so s • 

X { Pt'~';j; (Pi• q2 , P;) + P1Pt'~'~ (pi, q2 , P;) + PaPt'"~ (Pi· q2 , P~) 

+ ~i (pJJs- Pi\> rt;~ (Pi· q2 , P~>}, (14) 

<crt (x2) ~ (x1) ~ (xa)) 

= (Z:)• ~ d4p1d4paeip, (x,-x,)+ip, (x,-x,) & (P1o) & (Pao) '[s'=i 

( q;<j>;j; (p2 q2 p2) + p' q;<j>~ (p2 q2 p2) + 'p p'~''"~ (p2 q2 p2) 
X tPo 1' ' a 1P1 1' ' 3 3 a 1' ' 3 

+ 1 (' ' ' ' ) q;<J>;j; ( 2 2 p2)}· (14a) 
2i P1P3- P3P1 P13 P1' q ' 3 

The causality condition establishes a connection 

between ptcplf and p{lfllP. In order to bring out 

this connection we shall, as before, seek to express 

P~cplf pcpl/llP etc in the forms 
1 ' 1 ' ., 

& (p 1o) & (p 3o) Pt'~'~ (Pi' q2 ' Pi) 

= ~ d4 l& (k10) & (k20) & (k30) ft'~',j;" (- ki, - k~, - k~), 

& (P1o) & (Pao) [P1Pr~ + 1\r~'~'~l 

*Nambu3 took this rule as the basis for his derivation of the 
spectral.,...representations of the Green's functions, but used it 
also for l~ not satisfying the condition l1 + l 2 + l3 = 0. This 
last fact obviously makes his representations incorrect. 

After the present paper was completed, the writer learned of 
a report by Schwinger at the Seventh Rochester Conference, in 
which similar representations were considered from a different 
point of view. 
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=~d4l&(ki0)&(k20)&(ka0)[(ki +ka) ft'~';r, ( -ki,-k~,-ki) +k2f~'~'~ ( -ki,-k~,-k~)], 
1 AA AA -

& (Pio) & (Pao) 2i (PIPa - PaPI) rfr 
~ 1 AA AA - 2 2 2 

= \d4l&(kio)&(k20)&(kao)-2 . (kika-kakiJW 41 (-ki, -k2, -ka); 
" t 

& (Pio) & (Pa0 ) P'~' 41 ~ (Pi, q2, Pi)=~ d4 l& (kio) & (k2o) & (kao) f'&'"~ (- ki, -k~·-ki), 

& (Pio) & (Pao) [PIPj' 41~ + PaP;'J;~J 

= ~ d4l& (k10 ) & (k20 ) & (ka0 ) [(k2 + ka) fj' 41 ~ (- ki, - k;, - k;) 

+ kA f:p<!J;j;' (- k2 - k2 - k2)J 
1 2 1' 2' 3 ' 

1 "" J\ A J\ -

& (Pio) & (Pao) 2i (PIPa - PaP1J Pia4141 

\' 1 AA AA - 2 2 2 
= J d4 l& (k10 ) & (k20 ) & (ka0 ) 2i (k2ka- kak2) f;'""' (- k1, - k2, - ka)· 

The convenience of just such a choice of the fi will be evident in what follows. 
Substituting Eq. (15) into the causality condition 

(tji (x1) CJl; {x2) ~ (x3); = <CJl; (x2) ljl (xi) 4 (xa)), Xi2 > 0, 

we get <here a = .Yp,alaxp, > 

~ dxi dx; dxiwc; Ll + (x12 , xa) ll + (x13 , x2) ll +(X2a,xp) 

X {f <l;'i'~ (x2 x2 x2)- f'i'<li;j; (x2 x2 x2)} = 0 
0 1' 2' 3 0 2' 1' 3 ' 

~ dxi dx; dxh5't; {[ll + (x12 , x3) ll + (X1a, x2) CJil + (x2a, x1 ) 

+ all+ (x12• xa) ll + (xla•x2) L\. + (x2a• xl) l 
x [f~'P;j; (xi, x~, x;J- fi"'~ (x~,x~, x;)J + ll+ (X12, xa)all+ (x13, x2) ll+ (x2a, x1) 

-( 2 2 2 -X [f~'P<li xl, x2, xa)- f~<li<li (x~, xi, x~)]} = 0, 

~tfxi dx~ dxh5't; ±[all+ (x12,x3) ll + (X1a, x2)+cJil + (x1a, x2) ll + (x12, x3)] ll +(x2a, x1) 
- -( 2 2 2 X [f~rp<J; (xi, x;, x;)- f;"'"' x2, xl, xa)J = 0, 

907 

(15) 

(15a) 

(16) 

from which it follows that 

(17) 

Analogous relations can be obtained for rt_'PIP, 

rt_/Pcp, etc. Using them and the definition of the func

tions 1::1 F ( x, K), we can proceed as in the previous 
case to go over to the spectral representation of 
<Tlfi(xtJcpi (x2 )1P(x3 )>. We get here: 

<74 (xi) CJl; (x2) fixa)) = ~ dxi dx~ dxh5't; {f~'P~ (xi, x~, xi) 

+ tt(/l~ (xi, x;, x;J i (a!+ aa)+ f~(/)7[, (xi, x;, x;) i82 
1 A A A A - 2 2 2)} + 2i (aaal- ala3) f~'P<jl (xl, X2, Xa llp (Xl2> Xa) llp (Xl3> x2) Llp (X2a> xi) 

and correspondingly in the momentum representation 

Using the invariance of the theory with respect to charge conjugation, we get: 

(18) 

(19) 
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(T<jl (x1) 'P; (x2) ~ (xa)) = - (C-1 (T<jl (xa) Cf; (x2) ~(xi)) C)T; 

From this we find, by considerations analogous to 

those used in Sec. 2, that the rt_q;¢ ( K~, K~, Ki) are 

real functions. !fq;IP ( KJ, K~, Ki) is an antisymmet

ric function and (fq;¢ f!Pq;lP and f!Pq;lP are sym-
1 ' 2 ' 3 

metric functions, with respect to interchange of 

KI and K~. 

We obtain further information about the 

rt_q;¢ ( Kl, K~, Ki) in just the same way as in the 

previous case. From the condition that 

p~q;¢(pj,q2,p§)=O if -pj=sm2 or -p§=sm2 

and from Eq. (15) it follows, just as in Sec. 2, 

that rt_qJ"ijj ( Kl, K~, K~) = 0 if Kt + K2 :S m or K2 + 

K3 :S m ( m is the mass of the nucleon). From the 

condition p~IP¢( pi, q2, p~) = 0 if -PI :S J..L2 or 

- p~ :S m2 and from Eq. (15a) it follows that 

f~IPlP ( KI, K~, K~) = 0 if Kt + K2 :S m or K2 + K3 

:S J..! ( J..! is the mass of the meson). 
Combining these conditions with the condition 

(17), we get 

(21) 

The last result means that if we disregard the im
aginary quantities occurring in ii and Ys. Ti, 

(22) 

We obtain a more complete representation for 
T ( lto l2, l 3) if we note that it can be written in the 
form 

We get an expression for T' ( lto l2, l 3) if we go 
back to the coordinate representation 

h h T 
= (02- !-'-2) (01 + m) (oa- m) (T<jl (x1) cp1(x2) <jl (xa)) 

= (Tu (x1) ji (x2) u (x3)) 

(20) 

+ o (t2- t3) (Tu (x1) [~ (xa) j (x2) ]) Y4 

+ o (t1 - t2) o (t2- ta)y4({~(xa), [<jl (xi) h (x2)l}) T4; 

j; (x) = (0 - !-'-2) 'P; (x); u (x) = (ia + m) <jl (x); 

ti(x) = (itJT- m) ~ (x). (24) 

Setting <Tu(xt)h(x2)u(x3)> = Tc (xt, x2, x3), 
we see that Tc ( Xto x2, x3) has precisely the same 
structure as T (X to x2, x3)' i.e.' it is a T -product 
of Heisenberg operators. Therefore we can repeat 
all the arguments of this chapter with respect to 
Tc (x1, x2, x3). By so doing we arrive at formulas 
which coincide with Eqs. (18) and (1.9) in the coor
dinate and momentum representations, respectively. 
The corresponding functions ~ju will satisfy the 
same conditions of symmetry and reality. The con
dition (22) is changed, however, since the matrix 
elements of the operators u, u, and h between 
the vacuum and one-particle states are equal to 
zero. 

Instead of the previous conditions we get 

0u(li(p2 q2 p2) = 0 
t k 1' ' 3 ' 

if -p~<(m+l-'-)2 or -Pi<(m+l-'-)2 , 

,juu(p2 .n2 p2) = 0 
t k 1' .., ' 3 ' 

from which it follows that 

From this it follows in turn that 

,lm"-rc (11, /2, la) = 0, if -:/i < (m + [Jl, 

-I~< (m + !-'-)2 , -I~< 9[L2 • 

o (t1 - t2) Y4 (T [<jl (xl) j, (x2)Ju (xa)) 

+ o (t2- t3) (Tu (x1) [<jl (xa) j (x2)l) Y4 

+ o (t1- t2) o (t2- l3) Y1 < {[<jl (xl) j; (x2)l <jl (xa)}) Y4 

· = igy5-ri (T<jl (x2) u (xa)) o (xi-----: x2) 

- igo (x2- x3) (Tu (xi)~ (x2)) Y5"=; 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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reduce to the vacuum expectation values of T
products of two operators, for which the spectral 
representations are well known. 

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to 
V. V. Anisovich, K. A. Ter-Martirosian, and I. M. 
Shmushkevich for a helpful discussion. 

APPENDIX 

Calculation of the integral (10) 

I~~ &(Pr- k)&(p3- k) &(k) o(k2 + x~) 

X 6 ((p1 - k) 2 + x;) o ((p3- k)2+ xi) d4k. 

The most important point is to find out the condi
tions under which I i¢ 0. In order that the prod
ucts 

.& (k) & (p1 - k) 3 (k2 + x~) o ((p1 - k)2 + x;), 

& (k) & (p3- k) o (k2 + xV a ((p3 - k)2 +xi) 

be not equal to zero, it is necessary that 

(A1) 

(A2) 

These conditions are not, however, sufficient to 
secure that I i¢ 0. What is needed is the existence 
of common values of k for which these products 
are nonvanishing. To obtain the sufficient condi
tions we go over to a definite reference system 
with 

Pr= -P3=P· 

In this system we have 

Pi+ x~- x~ + 2p10k0 - 2pkx = 0, 
(A3) 

P~ +xi- x~ + 2p30k0 + 2pkx = 0, X= cos (pk). 

Solving these equations and substituting the re
sulting solutions into the condition 

we get 

> _1_[x2-x2-p2 
p 16~ r 3 1 

+ P2 + Pso- Pro (2x2 - x2 - x2 - p2- p2) ]2. 
3' Pao + Pro 2 1 3 r 3 

(A4) 

The conditions (A2) and (A4) are sufficient con
ditions for I i¢ 0. When the conditions (A2) and 
(A4) are satisfied, 

I = 1t / 4p (Pro+ P3o)· 

It can easily be shown that 

Pro+ Pao = [q2 - 2pi- 2p~J'I•, 

(A5) 

p2 = [q2+ (V~ + V~)2] [q2 + (V~-V=P;)2]. 
4 (q2- 2pi- 2pi) 

(A6) 

By means of these formulas we can write I in in
variant form. Substituting (A6) into Eqs. (A5) and 
(A4), we obtain the result given in tbe text. 
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